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Supplementary Material

1. Appendix
The supplementary materials are divided into the follow-

ing sections.
• Sec. 1.1 shows how we constructed the dataset involving

objects from V-COCO [1] dataset. We selected images
containing HOIs by utilizing Intersection over Union of a
person bounding box and an object bounding box.

• Sec. 1.2 explains the evaluation details of FID [2], KID
[3] and CLIP score [4]. We present how FID [2], KID [3]
and CLIP score [4] are measured, explaining the reason
why the aforementioned evaluation metrics were used.

• Sec. 1.3 provides the details of methodologies and mod-
ule, shown in Table 2 and Table 3 in the main paper. In
Fig. 2, the conceptual image is shown, describing how
methodologies and modules are utilized.

• Sec. 1.4 presents the implementation details of our
method.

• Sec. 1.5 presents the details of the user study. We de-
signed 3 survey items and validated our outstanding per-
formance through the user study.

• Sec. 1.6 shows additional qualitative results of object-
interactive skeletons. Visualizing more skeleton results,
we show the effectiveness of our associative attention
mechanism.

• Sec. 1.7 shows additional results of HOI image editing.
With additional visualization results of HOI image edit-
ing, we show the effectiveness of our method in HOI im-
age editing.

• Sec. 1.8 In section, we discuss our limitations and further
study of our method. We discussed editing image using
generated skeletons which overlap each others. More-
over, we discussed the weakness of our proposed met-
ric; Skeleton Probability distance (SPD). Finally, we at-
tempted the automatic modification of generated skeleton
using PoseStylizer [5] and showed results using them.

1.1. Datasets

V-COCO [1] is well-known dataset in HOI field. Differ-
ent from datasets such as HICO [6] and Bongard-HOI [7],
it contains GTs of segmentation, skeletons and a person’s
bounding box. We made a masked area based on the seg-
mentation GT of a person and filled the mask using LaMA
[8]. As shown in Fig. 1, to select images containing HOIs,
we collected images of which Intersection over Union (IoU)
of a person bounding box and an object bounding box is
greater than zero. We used V-COCO [1] protocol for train-
ing and testing.

Figure 1. Our dataset: This figure shows how we constructed
dataset with objects, using LaMa [8]. By merging an input image
with an mask image, an output image with objects is generated.
In our dataset, various actions (e.g. sitting, holding, kicking) are
contained, including actions in V-COCO [1].

1.2. Detailed explanations of FID [2], KID [3], CS

Frèchet Inception Distance (FID [2]) : FID [2] aims to
compare the distributions of generated images to the dis-
tributions of images from a real dataset. Assuming two
datasets follow Gaussian distributions N (µ,Σ),N (µ̂, Σ̂),
FID [2] is defined as:

FID(N , N) = ||µ− µ̂||22 + Tr(Σ + Σ̂− 2(ΣΣ̂)1/2) (1)

Kernel Inception Distance (KID [3]) : KID [3] mea-
sures the squared maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) be-
tween the inception network feature map of the real images
and generated images using a polynomial kernel. Since it is
a non-parametric test, it does not require the strict Gaussian
assumption.

CLIP score (CS [4]) : CS [4] measures how well the
generated images are aligned with the text conditions. In
precise manner, it is a metric that represents the extent to
which a text condition matches an images without relying



Figure 2. Details of Table 2 and Table 3: This figure shows the details of methodologies and object interactive diffuser module. We
conducted experiments with these details, as illustrated in Table 2 and Table 3 of the main paper. In Table 2 Methodologies, we performed
quantitative experiments using a methodology of MLP, GNN and Object interactive diffuser. Table 3 Module shows how no attention,
attention, attention + GNN work in object interactive diffuser.

on human annotations. Let I be an input image, C be a
corresponding text condition, and EI , EC be embeddings
within the image and text condition, respectively. Then, the
CLIP score [4] is defined as follows :

CLIPscore(C, I) = max(100× cos(EC , EI), 0) (2)

where the CLIP score [4] is between [0, 100]. FID [2] and
KID [3] indicate how realistic generated images are, while
CS [4] measures how well a synthesized image is aligned
with a prompt which describes interactions. Moreover, to
evaluate generated skeletons with HOIs, we define two eval-
uation metrics.

1.3. More Details of Methodologies & attention
module

As shown in Fig. 2, we explain the experimental details
in Table 2, Table 3 in the main paper. In Table 2, MLP,
our object interactive diffuser and GNN are utilized to ob-
tain skeletons. GNN network is implemented after the ex-
tracted feature passes through the MLP network. In Table
3, the detailed object interactive diffuser is described with
no attention, attention, attention + GNN. Table 3 shows how
attention mechanism works during denoiser process. No at-
tention directly passes through denoiser process merging all
conditionings, while attention adopts conventional mecha-
nism to utilize conditionings as query. Attention + GNN
initially performs conventional mechanism and creates an
adjacency matrix corresponding to MSCOCO [9] skeletons,
ultimately implementing GNN network.

1.4. Implementation Details

We use Pytorch [10] in training and evaluating our frame-
work. Moreover, we use ImageNet-pretrained ResNet back-

bone from torchvision [10]. Moreover, we use Adam opti-
mizer [11] in training with batch size 64. Initially, we set
learning rate to 10−4 and reduce it by 1

10 at epoch 70 and
120. A single Nvidia RTX-3090 is used to train and in-
ference our framework. Our method employs object inter-
active diffuser as shown in Table 2 of Fig. 2 and associa-
tive attention mechanism as shown in Table 3 of Fig. 2.
Moreover, we utilized ControlNet-Inpainting off-the-shelf
for skeleton-guided image editing model.

1.5. User Study

To validate the capabilities of our method, we conducted
an user study, as shown in Fig. 3. The user study includes 20
test samples and 3 questions, surveyed by total 50 computer
vision experts. These are 3 survey items we included in the
user study. ’Image quality when editing only the blue box’,
’Object interaction between generated person and the spec-
ified object’, ’Semantic matching with the text prompt’. We
conducted the user study with aforementioned 3 items (i.e.
the image quality, object interaction, text matching). Figure
4 shows results of user study in comparison between ours,
SD-Inpainting [12], Instruct-Pix2Pix [13] and CoModGAN
[14] in quality of edited image, object interaction and text
matching. We can see overwhelmingly positive responses
to our method in 3 survey items. The quality of edited im-
age received 74.2 % of positive response, object interaction
received 77.3 % and text matching received 78.4 %. On
average, we are seeing a positive response rate of 76.7 % .



Figure 3. The format of user study: We designed survey items for
assessing the visual quality of images and how well they involve
object interaction, such as image quality when editing only the
blue box. We asked the subjects to select an image between a, b,
c, d for 3 survey items. For fair assessment, we randomly shuffled
images edited by CoModGAN [14], Instruct-Pix2Pix [13], SD-
Inpainting [12], Ours, in total 20 test samples.

1.6. Additional object-interactive skeleton qualita-
tive results

Fig. 7 presents additional visualization results which are
not shown in the main paper. In terms of HOI skeleton gen-
eration, our method produces improved results compared
to conventional attention mechanism. In some cases, con-
ventional attention mechanism fails to perform object in-
teraction or performs it improperly. With associative atten-
tion mechanism performing propagation on each joint, our
method generates more aligned and natural skeletons. As
shown in results, e.g. swinging a tennis racket or typing a
laptop, our method produces more object-interactive images
than conventional attention mechanism.

1.7. Additional HOI image editing results

Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show additional
HOI image editing results. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig.
9, a shape of person is not generated or a person without

Figure 4. This figure shows visualization results of the user study
with 3 survey items. 74 % of the subjects favored our method
in quality of edited image, 77 % preferred our method in object
interaction, 78 % stated our method outperforms in text matching.
The statistical results of the user study show that our results are
significant in HOI image editing.

Figure 5. Shown in figure above, PCKh does not represent object
interaction. For example, the skeleton generated using attention
module and ours have same PCKh but ours interact better than
others.

Figure 6. Failure case of automatic skeleton modification.

object interaction is generated, similar to the results pre-
sented in the main paper. As shown in examples of a woman
swinging a tennis racket or a surfer in a black body suit, our
method performs HOI image editing more naturally with-
out the problems observed in existing methods. As shown
in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, in high-resolution images, a per-
son is not generated using SD-Inpainting [12] and SDXL-
Inpainting [15], when a person bounding box is provided
in a small size. Compared to existing methods, our method
generates natural human images in all results, using a mod-
ule which generates object-interactive skeletons. The exam-
ples of people sitting on the sofa and children standing on
the bed show our outstanding performances.

1.8. Discussion

Limitation editing overlapping skeletons : Our method
does not fit for editing HOI images that more than two peo-
ple are overlapped. This is not because we cannot generate
overlapping skeletons but the quality of edited images by
editing models are not good. The advancement of off-the-



shelf image inpainting model would ease this problem.
More Discussions on Skeleton Probability Distance

(SPD) : The reason for the inconsistency between the quan-
titative and qualitative results in Table 3 is that, SPD only
assesses how well a skeleton contacts an object. In quan-
titative results, our associative attention (A.A.) shows a
marginally superior result to a standard attention (S.A.) in
terms of contact. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no metric to assess natural interaction between objects and
skeletons. Therefore, to assess the naturalness of the skele-
ton, we conducted additional user study. Similar to the
quantitative results, both A.A. 84.2% and S.A. 73.9% re-
ceived positive responses in contact. But our A.A. receives
highly positive responses 75.3% compared to S.A. 24.7% in
naturalness of skeleton. Moreover, there may be questions
about the reason why we did not use PCKh for an evalua-
tion metric. However, our goal is not to estimate joints. It is
rather generating a skeleton that interacts naturally with ob-
jects. As shown Fig. 5, two skeletons have the same PCKh
but differ in terms of natural object interaction.

Automatic skeleton adjustment using PoseStylizer [5]
: We argued that using our generated skeletons we may
manually adjust skeletons before image editing process.
Moreover, we experimented the automation of this manual
skeleton adjusting process using off-the-shelf skeleton edit-
ing model; PoseStylizer [5]. We expected an image that
a person in the reference image interacting with an object
to be generated, using the PoseStylizer [5] with our object-
interactive skeletons. Unfortunately, shown in the Fig. 6,
the inference output is unsuccessful. The absence of train-
ing might be the reason, which can be resolved by fine-
tuning. We added this application into our paper.



Figure 7. Comparison between attention mechanism and associative attention mechanism: By employing our associative attention
mechanism, the overall shape of skeleton becomes more natural as shown in images of a baby sitting on the bed or a man sitting on the
yacht. Moreover, our associative attention mechanism generates more object-interactive poses, e.g. swinging, sitting, typing, as joints of
the skeleton approach the object through propagation process. Moreover, even in scenarios with multiple objects, a natural skeleton is
generated while interacting with the specified object.



Figure 8. Comparion of CoModGAN [14], Instruct-Pix2Pix [13], SD-Inpainting [12] and Ours: We use a person bounding box, an
object bounding box and a text prompt for HOI image editing. In most cases of the visualization results, CoModGAN [14] and Instruct-
Pix2Pix [13] perform poorly in generating natural humans. Our results exhibit more object-interactive images than SD-Inpainting [12],
as shown in cases of a woman with wearing a polka-dotted umbrella or a man surfing with the waves. For an example, in the case of ’A
woman in pajamas using her laptop on the stove top in the kitchen’, CoModGAN [14] and SD-Inpainting [12] did not generate even a
human shape. Instruct-Pix2Pix [13] failed to maintain the original image, while our method generated a natural woman that matches the
text prompt.



Figure 9. Comparion of CoModGAN [14], Instruct-Pix2Pix [13], SD-Inpainting [12] and Ours: We use a person bounding box, an
object bounding box and a text prompt for HOI image editing. In most cases of the visualization results, CoModGAN [14] and Instruct-
Pix2Pix [13] perform poorly in generating natural humans. Our results exhibit more object-interactive images than SD-Inpainting [12],
as shown in cases of a person in a field jumping or a baseball player holding a bat. For an example, in the case of ’two men in helmets
skateboarding down a street’, CoModGAN [14] and Intruct-Pix2Pix [13] failed to generate even a human shape. SD-Inpainting [12]
generated two young boys and an additional person which do not match the text prompt, while our method exhibited outstanding results of
two men which match the text semantically



Figure 10. Performing on multi-people images: This figure shows HOI-edited images of multiple people using SD-Inpainting [12],
SDXL-Inpainting [15] and Ours. In the first and second column, SD-Inpainting [12] and SDXL-Inpainting [15] fail to generate a human
when a person bounding box is provided in a small size. On the other hand, our method generates natural HOI images regardless of a size
of a person bounding box, since it utilizes object-interactive skeletons. As shown in the fourth column, people sitting on the bed and men
sitting on the sofa are generated naturally with our method.



Figure 11. Performing on multi-people images: This figure shows HOI-edited images of multiple people using SD-Inpainting [12],
SDXL-Inpainting [15] and Ours. In the first and second column, SD-Inpainting [12] and SDXL-Inpainting [15] fail to generate a human
when a person bounding box is provided in a small size. On the other hand, our method generates natural HOI images regardless of a
size of a person bounding box, since it utilizes object-interactive skeletons. As shown in the fourth column, people sitting on the sofa and
children sitting on the sofa are generated naturally with our method.
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